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1. The Problem. When taking pictures with a camera, it is quite convenient to zoom in 
(telephoto lens, narrow angle) or to zoom out (short focal length, wide angle). How about 
paintings and drawings? Is there something like a “wide” or “narrow” angle of view as well? 
 

       
            
 
Fig.1 (above)  
 
Andreas Achenbach,   
Alte Akademie, 1831, 
© Stiftung museum kunst palast, 
Düsseldorf. 
                           
 
Fig.2  
 
On an old map of Düsseldorf lines 
are drawn from the position of the 
painter towards landmarks shown 
on the painting (red lines). They 
subtend an angle of 56.10. The 
whole painting subtends an angle 
of 84.0 0. 
 
© Stadtarchiv Düsseldorf. 
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2. Photos versus Paintings  

On a picture, taken with a camera, we see only a particular section of the complete scenery. 
Its size depends on the optical lens and the size of the chip. The angle of view is determined 
by the focal length of the lens (Fig.3). In connection with the standard format of a camera 
(24x36mm), the focal length of the normal or standard lens is 50mm. Its diagonal angle of 
view is 470, but 400, when measured horizontally (along the larger dimension of the standard 
format). Wide angle lenses cover a diagonal angle of more than 600 (focal length below 
38mm), while a telephoto lens is characterized by a long focal length (>> 50mm) and a 
narrow angle of view (between 200 and less than 10). Because the chip size of most digital 
cameras is smaller than 24x36mm, its actual focal length leading to a standard image 
(470/400) is less than 50mm. However, the numerical values of the focal lengths given here 
are normalized to the standard format of 24x36mm and the angle of view will be measured 
horizontally.  

  

                                                                                                                                
                                                                       focal length 
 

 

                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                 
Fig.3. The optical lens projects an image onto 
the chip. The focal length corresponds 
approximately to the distance between the 
principal plane and the chip. Top: A long 
focal length corresponds to a small angle of 
view. The normal horizontal angle of view is 
about 40 degrees (middle), corresponding to a 
focal length of 50mm. Bottom: A wide angle 
photo lens takes in more than 600. The focal 
length is considerably shorter than 50mm.     
 

 
 
 

                                                                           

 

A photo taken with a normal lens looks, literally, perfectly normal. It reproduces perspective 
that looks natural to an observer. To be more precise: If two objects at different distances are 
seen on the picture, their relative size and their relative distance appears to be the same as we 
know it from every day´s experience. On a picture taken with a wide angle lens, however, the 
more distant object appears too small and too far away in relation to the closer one. 
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Fig.4. The same objects taken with a wide angle (left) and with a telephoto lens (right). Although the oil lamp is 
in the same size on both pictures, the vase with the flowers appears to be far away or very close, respectively.    

 

On the other hand, on a picture taken with a telephoto lens, the more distant object appears 
too large and too close. In Fig.4, care was taken to get the oil lamp in the same size on both 
pictures. How about paintings and drawings? Was zooming in or out common practice to 
painters and drawers as well? Is there something like a “wide” or “narrow” angle of view, 
too? 

Paintings and photos are different in various ways. On many landscape paintings or drawings 
the geometry may be rather complicated and may not quite obey the rules of perspective. 
Objects within the scenery may have been moved closer together or moved apart, the vertical 
dimension of buildings may be exaggerated. In contrast to a photographer, a painter has the 
privilege of concentrating on what seems to him to be most important, omitting the one or the 
other item or transforming the scenery in various ways, similar to visual perception. However, 
at least one parameter may be in common: The angle of view. On photos as well as on 
paintings, this angle is defined by the objects at the left and the right edge of the image. On 
comparing different paintings showing landscapes, the question arises whether their angle of 
view varies in approximately the same way as we know it from pictures taken with a camera.  

To find out the angle a painting covers one has to know the position of the painter. Then, on a 
map, one can draw lines from his position to two striking points (towers or other landmarks) 
and measure the angle they subtend. From the knowledge of this angle one can extrapolate to 
the width of the whole painting (in degrees of arc). To first order of approximation, it is 
assumed that the artist has painted the landscape and the objects in such a way that no part is 
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expanded or squeezed relative to another part, i.e., that one centimeter on the painting, 
drawing or etching always corresponds to the same number of degrees of arc (although this 
may be not always the case; see Fig. 12). Occasionally, there may be another way to measure 
the angle of view: If there is an object to be seen on the picture which, in nature, exhibits 
constant angular size (celestial objects like the moon, the sun or star patterns), its diameter – 
in units of minutes or degrees of arc – can serve as a standard which allows to determine the 
angular size of the whole picture as well.  

 

 

3. Examples 

3.1 Oil Painting of Düsseldorf  

The oil painting “Die Alte Akademie” (“The Old Academy”) by Andreas Achenbach (Fig.1), 
dating from 1831, shows part of the old castle of Düsseldorf and a public place in front, as 
seen from the house, where the 16 years old painter lived at that time. Just in the center of the 
picture one can look right into a yard enclosed by four parts of a large building, leaving only a 
small gap. From the direction of view one can, on an old map, identify the house where the 
painter stood (Fig.2, green lines). The two red lines from there to the edges of two buildings 
subtend an angle of 56.1 degrees. Extrapolation to the width of the whole painting yields 84.0 
degrees (horizontally), a fairly wide angle. If this picture were taken with a standard format 
camera (24x36mm), this angle would correspond to a focal length of 20.0 mm (short focal 
length). 

The reason why the painter had chosen a wide angle may be partly due to the fact that his 
parents´ house was rather close to the castle and to the place with the crowd he wanted to 
show. Among the people there is also the painter himself with a rolled up drawing (Fig.1). 
Concerning his biography see, e.g., “gdk. Galerie der Künstler”, in the citation index. 

 

3.2 Etching of Ulm  
 

The hand colored steel engraving by Heinrich Schönfeld, dating from 1837, shows a view on 
the town of Ulm as seen from southwest (Fig.5). On a map from 1808 one can identify the 
spire of the cathedral and a tower close to the river Danube (the “Einlassturm”) near the right 
margin of the picture. The two lines in Fig.6 subtend an angle of 48.90, the whole etching 
corresponds to 63.60. This is equivalent to a focal length of 29.0 mm, which is still short 
compared to the standard focal length of 50 mm. 
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Fig.5 (above)  
 
The “Saumarkt” in Ulm as seen from 
the Wilhelmshöhe. Hand-colored 
steel engraving from 1837; drawing 
by Heinrich Schönfeld.   
© Stadtarchiv Ulm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fig.6 (right)  
 
Section of the so called 
“Schlumberger map” of Ulm from 
1808.  © Stadtarchiv Ulm.  
The red lines subtend an angle of 
48.9 degrees. 
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3.3 Mountain Ranges in Switzerland 
 
The British geologist Vaughan Cornish (1937) published a paper with the title “Apparent 
Enlargement of the Sun at the time of Rising and Setting”. On different sketches (he had 
drawn on the occasion of several stays in Switzerland) later on he discovered that the sun 
exhibited different diameters, although he always had used paper of the same size. He gives 
two examples (Figs.7 to 10). From comparison with a map he found that the arc of horizon 
on a sketch drawn at Grindelwald (the one with the smaller sun) measured 340, but only 210 
on the one drawn at Bern. 
 
The author asks himself the question why, on these two sketches, he had unconsciously 
chosen a larger or smaller section of the horizon, respectively. From the fact that the 
mountain range of the Berner Oberland, as seen from Bern, is fairly flat and, on the other 
hand, the crest-line of the Wetterhorn near Grindelwald is pretty high above the line of sight 
(by some 20 degrees), he finds the following explanation: “It seems, therefore, that the more 
the eye takes in vertically the more it takes in horizontally and the less imposing are both 
dimensions.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.7. 
 
The sun seen from Bern rising 
above the Bernese Alps, at a 
distance of 40 miles. From 
Cornish (1937). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.8.  
 
The sun seen from Grindelwald, 
rising above the Wetterhorn,  
4 miles away. Compared to the 
sketch shown in Fig.7, the 
diameter of the sun is smaller by a 
factor of 1.7. From Cornish 
(1937). 
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Fig.9. Sections of Figs.7 and 8, showing the difference in the sun´s diameter drawn on the sketches.  
 
 
  
 

      
 
 
                  40 miles 

 

         
 
                                                                                                   4 miles 
 
                                
 
                                                                              
 
 
 
                                               21deg                    
                                                                           34deg 
                                                                                                      
Fig.10. The two sketches shown in  
Figs.7 and 8, their size being   
adjusted to the subtended angle.  
Now the sun appears to be of the same  
size on both sketches. 
 

 Concerning the apparent size of the sun and other terrestrial objects he states: “Our field of 
attention varies according to circumstances and the mind transfers the change of magnitude 
to the objects in the field, but in the reversed sense, an actual restriction of the field being 
accompanied by apparent enlargement of the objects viewed.” A similar idea had been 
published by Lühr (1898).  
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3.4. Sun Illusion at the Horizon 
 
The angle of view (field of attention, conspicuity range) may be narrowed down because one 
concentrates on an impressive object. The water color painting “Sonnenuntergang” (“Sun 
set”; Fig.11) by Katrin Kümpfel, shows an extremely large sun behind silhouettes of trees. 
The artist remembers: “I was driving the car, when, unexpectedly, I saw this sunset. I was so 
impressed, and afterwards, right from my memory, I painted what I had seen”. From the  
 

           

         Fig.11. “Sonnenuntergang” (Sun set). Water color painting. © Katrin Kümpfel (1998). By courtesy  
         of the artist. 

 

 

diameter of the sun, which measures 32 minutes of arc, one finds that the whole painting 
subtends an angle of 2.770 only. This corresponds to a focal length of 744 mm. Indeed, it 
reminds one to a picture taken with a telephoto lens of extreme focal length. Besides the 
impressive sun, another reason for narrowing down the field of attention may be found in the 
sharp silhouettes of the trees, providing high contrast and information density (Kreiner, 2001, 
2004). In addition, this painting gives an example of apparent enlargement of objects at the 
horizon, independent of its distance, which occurs unconsciously and is commonly known as 
the “moon illusion”. It applies to the sun or to star patterns as well (Kaufman and Rock, 1962; 
Ross and Plug, 2002). Right at the horizon, the visual system spontaneously concentrates on a 
smaller angle compared with a situation when one is watching an object high up in the sky 
(Lühr, 1898) or an object which is very close compared to the horizon (Kaufman & Kaufman, 
2000). See also Fig.12.  
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3.5. Non-uniform Angular Scale 
 
Occasionally, the angular scale may vary even within the painting (Fig.12). In the “Flucht aus 
Ägypten” (“The Flight from Egypt”) by Adam Elsheimer, from 1609, the rising moon is seen 
at the horizon, and the great dipper high up in the sky. In nature, the diameter of the star 
pattern is twenty six degrees, the moon measures just thirty one minutes of arc. Bearing this in 
mind one finds that the great dipper is scaled down in relation to the moon by a factor of more 
than eighteen. For a bibliography about Adam Elsheimer see Andrews (1977).  
 

 

             

 

Fig.12. Adam Elsheimer´s oil painting „The flight from Egypt“, from 1609. Compared to the moon, the big 
dipper seems to be far too small. Photo: © ARTOTHEK, Picture archive for images of paintings, Weilheim, 
Germany. With courtesy of the Alte Pinakothek,  München.  

4. Conclusion: At all times, painters have painted illusions. 
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Illustration Credits  

Fig. 1 is reprinted by permission of the “Stiftung museum kunst palast, Düsseldorf”,  
Fig. 2, house numbering from 1834, by permission of the Stadtarchiv Düsseldorf. 
 
Both Figs. 5 and 6 are reprinted by permission of the Stadtarchiv Ulm. 

Figs. 7 to 10 are adapted from the paper “Apparent Enlargement of the Sun at the time of 
Rising and Setting” by V. Cornish, Nature, 140, 1082-1083 (1937). 

Fig. 11 is reprinted by permission of Katrin Kümpfel, Karl-Marx-Platz 2,                               
D-06688 Großkorbetha. 

Fig. 12: © ARTOTHEK, Picture archive for images of paintings, Weilheim, Germany. With 
courtesy of the Alte Pinakothek, München. 
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